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Abstract

For decades, China has been unceasingly making headway on the modality and quality of educational collaboration. This educational collaboration comes through student exchange, joint initiatives (research) and special training programs for African educational officials, as well as other long- and short-term training of Africans in China. On the other hand, in the discourse about China-Africa relations, technology transfer is one of the less investigated subjects; however, technology transfers have existed in China-Africa cooperation in the form of knowledge sharing. The paper explores the following: (i) ‘what’ are transferred through knowledge sharing; (ii) the potential for cooperation in knowledge sharing between China and African countries that are core to economic development in the areas of agriculture, medical and knowledge sharing from China’s development experience. Chinese methods of teaching ‘how to develop’ based on its own experience may help fortify the independence of African nations and build win-win cooperation for long-term development.
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Introduction

The increase in the number of African students in China is remarkable. The Ministry of Education reports that the number of African students in China rose from 2,000 in 2003 to 49,792 in 2015 [1] (Table 1). Such Sino-African educational exchanges started small. They can be traced back to 1956 when China first established diplomatic ties with Egypt, and the two countries exchanged 8 students and teachers. China has established formal diplomatic relations with the majority of Africa’s 53 nations and radically extended its presence across Africa. This educational cooperation represents a specific example of South-South collaboration [2]. Since China turned out to be an important provider of overseas assistance through South-South cooperation in Africa, China’s aid for educational development in Africa has evolved over several decades and is recently quite diverse and institutionalized in its scope and architecture. A lot of debate has considered how dissimilar China’s assistance is from the West with snowballing idea in its scope and architecture. A lot of debate has considered how dissimilar China’s assistance is from the West with snowballing idea in its scope and architecture. A lot of debate has considered how dissimilar China’s assistance is from the West with snowballing idea in its scope and architecture. A lot of debate has considered how dissimilar China’s assistance is from the West with snowballing idea in its scope and architecture. A lot of debate has considered how dissimilar China’s assistance is from the West with snowballing idea in its scope and architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>African Students</th>
<th>Total Percentage</th>
<th>Total International Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1,783</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>77,715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2,186</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1,10,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2,757</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1,41,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>3,737</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>162,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5,915</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1,95,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>8,799</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2,23,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>12,436</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2,38,184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>16,404</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2,65,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>20,744</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2,92,611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>27,052</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>3,28,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>33,359</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3,56,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>41,677</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>3,77,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>49,792</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>3,97,635</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 1: International students at Chinese institutes of higher education.
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run. China’s educational assistance and its features in practice are based upon diplomatic policies and China’s distinctive win-win logic of foreign aid is serving bilateral relations rather than orthodox aid relations (which Yuan said is based on a ‘catching up’ logic) [5]. Does this mean China’s educational collaboration comes with too much political rhetoric but dearth professional transformation of knowledge to Africa inhabitant? This research did discover some learning and teaching contradictions and noted that the collaborating universities chosen by China were good but very few were from the top line in China. Therefore, ‘if quality transformation and communication can be ensured in Chinese universities, then education will contribute to a lasting and cooperative relationship between Africa and China’ [3]. Notably, with an investigation into the policy discourse from the Chinese leadership, from 2009, signs of quality development in China’s cooperative ties in education were presented in the action plans of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC).

On the basis of tremendous commonalities of interest, China and African countries have succeeded in constructing bilateral and multilateral cooperation. Besides strengthening their relations, such educational cooperation would help Africa nations break away from being further marginalized globally, build a resilient economy, promote education as well as inclusive and sustainable industrialization and the fostering of multidisciplinary innovation. This can be seen from the strengthened one-on-one inter-institutional collaboration as well as improving and expanding cooperation on vocational education and training especially at the tertiary level. The Chinese government always place strong emphasis when it comes to offering vocational and professional training as well as university scholarship – both of which are led and conducted by various Chinese institutions [6]. This paper surveys the discourse evidence historically to recognize the educational trends in China-Africa cooperation. Apart from being useful to bilateral surveys the discourse evidence historically to recognize the educational trends in China-Africa cooperation. Apart from being useful to bilateral cooperation, will it contribute, stimulates and promote the economic changes essential for sustainable development in Africa?

Global Perceptions of Sino-Africa Engagement: Reflections in the Literature

Many Western perceptions of Sino-African engagement are negative because they consider Chinese development assistance to be expansive, exploitative, and dismissive of human rights. However, China’s growing engagement on the continent is misunderstood and more complex than the critics would have us believe. Not surprisingly, China’s presence in Africa has drawn great attention [7]. Scholars ponder the strategic and global implications of China’s going to Africa [8]. Some explore the Chinese incentives and motives behind its active ventures in Africa as part of China’s new global strategy for power and influence that may actually provide an opportunity for Africans to develop their economy [9]. Others view China’s ventures in Africa as potentially new challenges to China itself as well as to the West [10]. Dispelling some ‘fuzzy facts’ about China’s oil ventures in Africa, one study argues that the Chinese presence in Africa is quite similar to that by other multinational corporations [11], the colonial or neo-colonial predators acting aggressively for influence and wealth. Some wonder if the Sino–Western (especially European) competition in Africa may already be in China’s favour [12]. As such the rise of China as a development partner has been one of the most important phenomena in the international development field over the past decade. As a “non-traditional” donor that has, to date, eschewing the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC), China is forging a new path in development assistance [13,14]. However the implications of this emergence are not yet fully understood [15]. The author asserts that while China’s rise creates space for “South-South” or “Triangular” modes of development cooperation, concerns over the lack of transparency in Chinese aid programs, and the apparently uninterested stance towards the governance implications of development lead many to wonder if Chinese engagement, on balance, will contribute to or undermine the efforts of traditional development partners [14,16-18].

Regardless of these concerns, China’s approach to engagement as a development partner has differed significantly from that of the DAC donors, with efforts often focusing on infrastructure building and providing concessional loans to countries without conditionality [19]. Unlike most conventional western aid donors, which attach conditionality associated with appraisals of projects. China leaves its assistance apportionment decisions in the hands of the recipient government. This alternative focus has been appreciated by countries who have felt unduly constrained by DAC conditionality [20]. Development assistance plays a critical role as an economic incentive and punishment mechanism between nations. Literature on the allocation of aid by western donors exists, which emphasizes that aid is frequently given for political reasons rather than economic needs [21]. With the ongoing struggle for world power, new actors in the donor countries business appear and might use development aid to push through their interests. Only recently have scholars started analyzing the allocation of aid from these so-called emerging donors with quantitative methods. According to the results in Dreher et al., ‘new’ donors attach less importance to recipient need than the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) donors when allocating Aid [22]. However, concerns that commercial self-interest distorts the allocation of aid seem to be overstated for new and old donors alike. Arguably, these findings might be driven by the omission of the major ‘new’ donor, ‘China’. China has been described as the chief villain among the ‘new’ donors. Naím characterizes its development aid as ‘rogue aid’ as it is not guided by the need in the developing countries, but rather by China’s national interests [23].

The determinants of Chinese foreign assistance are, according to Naím, access to resources and boosting international alliances. Moreover, ‘rogue donors’ are said to undermine the development efforts of Western donors to promote good governance in the developing world. In addition, Chinese aid is accused of targeting future access to export markets and profitable investments [24,25]. Medical aid, for example, is considered as a tool to improve the reputation of Chinese medicine and as “a clever and low-cost way to introduce Chinese-made medications to the African market” [26]. Chinese aid is tied, which is a further indication that China uses aid to improve business opportunities [27,28]. However, this verdict is based on selective case studies only. No empirical study exists confronting the various claims about Chinese ‘rogue aid’ with data. This is because comprehensive data on the allocation of China’s development aid are difficult to obtain. The prospect of China’s cooperation has raised the possibility of changing the rhetoric and paradigm from one of “development”, “assistance”, “donor”, “recipients” and even “partners” to one of “cooperation” and “mutual benefit” [29,30]. Beyond this, observers have seen new donors such as China as a potential balance to the existing OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) donor order, resulting in leverage for partner countries in the developing world [31]. Despite the arguments and to the contrary above, Chinese aid could be beneficial to Africa in so far as it fills a gap in development left by western aid conditionality. In many countries facing corruption problems, the institutions and economy are constraints to development which non-conditional Chinese aid can help to solve. Recipient countries, disillusioned with
traditional forms of aid, have also welcomed the respect for sovereignty afforded by Chinese aid.

It is noticeable that although in the last 50 years China has forged cooperative relations in the field of education with 50 African countries, compared with the extensive discussions on China’s economic relations with Africa, Chinese educational aid has received very little attention [32]. However, the Forum on China and Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), held every three years since 2000, has been making increasingly stronger promises in the field of education, particularly in its action plans at the 3rd Forum (Beijing Summit) in 2006 and the 4th Forum in 2009 [33,34]. Education is clearly shown as an important component in China’s current African Policy [35] as stated: ‘the Chinese Government will give full play to the role of its “African Human Resources Development Foundation” in training African personnel’ and the ‘exchange of students between China and Africa will continue’. Meskela et al. suggested that Chinese universities played an important role in bilateral cooperation. King used African students in China as an indicator of China’s soft power, and Haugen analyzed China’s policy for the enrolment of African students and its effect and outcome [36-38]. Others argued that China’s educational assistance formed an essential part of China-Africa cooperation and offered substantial support to Africa [32,39]. Studies also discussed the management of African students or graduates in China, either in universities or society [40,41]. Other subject involves teachers who are doing language teaching and probing better ways to teach the Chinese language to Africans [42]. African students themselves wrote about their experiences in China and emphasized African agency in their behavior in Chinese society [43].

There are criticisms regarding the teaching methods and suggestions for improvement and different views on the effect of China’s educational policy towards African students. One view holds that African scholarship holders are generally satisfied with their experiences in China, which thus promotes a positive view of the potential for strengthening China-Africa friendship with African countries through educational programs [44]. Although there are shortcomings and room for improvement, China’s policy is rather successful in promoting China-Africa relations, building African capacity and bettering China’s image [45-47]. Haugen, on the other hand, asserts that China fails to reach its policy objectives because of African students’ disappointment with the quality of the education they receive, “Disappointment with the educational experience obstructs the promotion of Chinese values, thus obliterating the soft power potential of Sino-African educational exchanges” [38].

Examining the Two Core Trends in China-Africa Educational Collaboration

Strengthen higher level education collaboration

The new millennium witnessed the start of a new phase of cooperation between African countries and China. This new phase of cooperation was marked by the first FOCAC in October 2000, the cooperation became more institutionalized. The first FOCAC action plan (2000) reaffirmed China’s commitment to increasing the number of government scholarships and inbound Chinese teachers to Africa. Significantly, the plan also established the African Human Resource Development Fund, to provide a more coordinated mechanism for training African professionals. Also, it was during this summit that countries jointly signed the Beijing Declaration of 2000, and issued the Program for China-Africa Cooperation in Economic and Social Development. With this program, ministers agreed to expand cooperation in education and human resources development. Since the earliest program which came to be an ‘Action Plan’ from the 2006 FOCAC onwards, set clear ideas in two key areas of what the Chinese government would promise in the field of education: training and scholarship. In addition, the Chinese leadership shows interests in fortifying University collaboration aims to facilitate university partnerships, which will profit the production of knowledge that promotes mutual understanding between China and African nations and the cultivation of top-level talents who can work effectively across borders. Several new kinds of collaboration were established when China and Africa met for the fourth FOCAC summit in 2009.

The 2009 FOCAC Action Plan (2010-2012) fortify the focus on higher levels of education and especially university cooperation, where 20 in China were twinned with 20 higher education institutions in top ranking institutions situated in 17 African nations under the strategy known as ‘20+20’ Cooperation Plan. Believing that universities play a critical role in the development of human resources and knowledge production, this 20+20 scheme highlights the unique dimension of the Chinese leadership effort to promote cooperation in higher education with African nations. The initiative provides an attractive opportunity for the internationalization of Chinese universities. The similar attraction also exists for numerous African Higher Education Institutions, as they have diversified their academic links beyond their historical Western partners [48]. The final twenty universities selected for the 20+20 initiative included numerous renowned universities that were in the top 100 African universities ranking, like the Stellenbosch, Lagos, Pretoria, Nairobi, Cairo, Dar es Salaam, and Makerere. On the Chinese side, they included prestigious Universities like Beijing Language and Culture University, East China Normal University, Shanghai Normal University, Jilin University, Hunan University, and Peking University.

The initiative employed a one-to-one ‘twinned’ approach to cooperate, for instance, East China Normal University twinned with University of Dar es Salaam, Beijing Language and Culture University twinned with Suez Canal University, and Peking University twinned with Cairo University [49]. According to King, the author asserted that the 20+20 collaboration which forms its mechanism could be seen as an aid project, nevertheless, it was perceived as ‘symmetric’ and ‘long-term’ by some Chinese staff on the ground [48]. In terms of the understanding of ‘long-term’, the author asserted numerous university collaboration initiated by China in the 1990s are still functioning and are being given backing by Chinese staff. Most of them have been in the Africa continent for twenty years. There is a strong understanding among the Chinese staff both in the 20+20 partnership and Confucius Institute that are engaged in a long-term commitment to their partner universities in Africa. According to Yuan, she gave a good example to back up the fact of the long-term commitment by mentioning Tanzania Dar es Salaam Institute of Technology (DIT) partnership with Xi’an Jiao Tong University since 1991 [50]. The university has received different kinds of educational assistance from China, including computer lab construction, postgraduate scholarships, and the Chinese government sending Chinese teachers to the university.

There is evidence that some of the Chinese staffs perceive their 20+20 cooperation as a form of capacity building for these African universities. In this sense, the 20+20 initiative is viewed as ‘an aid project’ [48]. Given the documents accepted at each of the five FOCAC summits, one can, therefore, infer that there are currently six kinds of educational cooperation between African countries and their Chinese partners: (i) scholarships and exchange students; (ii) sending teachers...
to Africa; (iii) cooperation projects; (iv) Professional seminars; (v) Cooperation among universities; (vi) the Confucius Institute. The latest FOCAC Action Plan (2013-2015), announced in 2012 that the Chinese government will continue to promote the 20+20 scheme. Also, UNESCO asserted the ‘UNESCO-China-Africa Tripartite Initiative on University Partnership in 2011, including the 20+20 Cooperation Plan as ‘an integral part of the initiative’ [49]. Above all, most Chinese staffs perceive the cooperation as potentially symmetrical, even though the Chinese government provides most of the financing. The Chinese government promised to provide USD $2 million yearly under the framework of the UNESCO trust fund to support education development programs, especially higher education in Africa. Also, additional scholarship opportunities for African students to study in China have expanded dramatically since FOCAC shifted its focus to higher education. In August 2016, for instance, eight Chinese universities led by the Wenzhou University in collaboration with Ghana Embassy in Beijing and Study in China Admission Systems (SICAS) have agreed to reserve slots for 1,000 Ghanaian students yearly. The universities have also agreed to provide 200 out of the 1,000 Ghanaian students with full scholarships to undertake various undergraduate and post-graduate programs. Cities like Beijing, Shanghai, and Chongqing, and several higher education institutions have established regional and institutional scholarships for African students.

Capacity building development cooperation

Another focus of China’s South-South educational cooperation is in vocational education and training, where China promised to improve the quality of its training programs to Africa. The mechanism of this approach is not new to China, the Ministry of Education usually authorizes tasks for local universities and permits these institutions to organize and arrange the specific practices with African participants. In terms of establishing educational partnerships, there are certain Chinese universities that have the opportunity to educate African students with Chinese government scholarship. Such universities are Tianjin University of Technology and Education, Jilin University, China Agriculture University, and Zhejiang Normal University are designated by the Chinese Ministries of Education to conduct seminars and workshop for African nations. Ever since the introduction of FOCAC, China-Africa educational cooperation has attained remarkable outcomes, especially in human resources. To strengthen its relations with African nations, China established numerous large programs of capacity building for African officials in various fields. The Chinese government contributes to capacity building in African nations by subsidizing the training of primary and senior civil servants from African nations for short-term courses in economics, urban planning, transportation, customs affairs and agriculture. These training took place in prominent Chinese universities such as the University of International Business and Economics, Beijing, Jiaotong University, China Agricultural University and Renmin University [51]. Currently, China aims to promote Africa’s independent educational development by strengthening Africa’s capacity to create its own cultural and human resources. Africa has long been reliant on overseas assistance, which somehow has often failed to resolve many indigenous issues. Unlike other overseas assistance, China has implemented a non-interference strategy of sharing experiences with African nations, allowing African governments to forge their own development paths. The cooperation between the Chinese government and African nations has offered applicable expertise to African nations through knowledge sharing.

In 2000, China set up an African Human Resources Development Foundation for training African personnel. Furthermore, the 2003 FOCAC document, stepped up China’s support for human resources development in Africa, aiming to train ‘up to 10,000 African personnel in different fields’ between 2003 and 2006, and emphasized: ‘We are completely aware of the significance of talent training and capacity building to sustainable development in Africa and of the great potential for cooperation between China and Africa in human resources. In 2006, the Chinese government further committed its role in funding these programs [35]. This paved way for China to adopt a new African policy in early 2006. Cooperation in human resources development and education remains one of the main premises of the policy. Since its inception, the policy has offered a base for China’s commitment to assist the continent of Africa to tackle the dearth of African-trained professionals. China has sent over 2000 experts to more than 50 nations to conduct technical training, this initiative successfully assisted these nations to improve their technical management capacity in different fields including, agriculture, handicraft, radio and television, energy, and cultural-sports [52,53]. In China’s context, human resources development cooperation refers to different kinds of research training programs and other personnel exchange programs for developing nations [54]. The Chinese government took the training of professional personnel in developing nations, especially Africa as their responsibility in national educational development strategy [55].

These trainings can be categorized into two kinds: (i) the short-term training course (which run from 2-3 weeks) for African governments officials from different departments; and (ii) short-term course (which run between six months and a year) for training professionals, technicians, focusing on practical skills like agro meteorology, medical techniques, and hybrid rice technology [51,56]. Since the mid-1990s, China has been supporting the capacity building for other developing nations, including African nations by enlarging the scale of technical training and hosting training programs for officials from African nations to China. In 2008, the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Commerce jointly established a master’s education programs for developing nations. The objectives of these programs are to cultivate high-level human resources to accommodate the diverse needs of these developing nations. Between 2008 and 2011, there were 252 trainees from 40 different African nations participating in these programs [57]. Between 2000 and 2012, it was estimated that no less than 45,000 African professionals took part in the short-term training in China; these programs were funded by the African Human Resources Development Foundation [37]. Also, from 2010 to 2012, China ran training sessions with an overall capacity of 27,318 trainees for officials and technical personnel from 53 African nations. The training sessions covered the field of foreign affairs, agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fishing, medicine, manufacturing, healthcare, inspection and quarantine, climate change, industry, public management, energy, and social security [54]. Also, Chinese medical teams, agricultural experts, and enterprises situated in Africa have trained local people in an effort to enhance local technological capabilities and upgrading China-Africa cooperation in science and technology [58].

In the 5th Ministerial Conference of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation, the Chinese government announced “African Talents Program” to train 30,000 African professionals in various sectors; also, the second summit of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in Johannesburg in December 2015, Chinese President Xi Jinping announced the “10 major plans” to boost China-Africa cooperation between 2015-2018. This includes establishing a number of regional vocational hubs and several so-called capacity-building colleges” to address the continent’s dearth of skilled workers. This will train
200,000 technicians and offer 40,000 African students with chances for professional training [54,59,60]. Based on these increased numbers, the Chinese government placed particular emphasis on the ‘quality’ of its training: the Chinese leadership will continue to offer training for people from diverse sectors in Africa as the need arises, and pay special attention to raising the quality of such training. The Chinese government interest in international education cooperation is also inscribed in the Outline of China’s National Plan for Medium and Long-term Education Reform and Development (2010-2020). It emphasizes the promotion of international aid to education through human resources development. This assistance will focus on developing African nations own human resources capacities and in return help, the Chinese government discovers other significant sectors for investment. That is why recently China is paying more attention to the quality of training they provide. Furthermore, in order to improve the quality of the training, under the human resource development cooperation, China decided to offer 18, 000 government scholarships and take measures to improve the content and quality of training programs within its African talent program’ [59].

In terms of scholarship, China has increased its scholarships provision for African students from 18,000 in 2012 to 30,000 in 2015 and it was increased to 50, 000 in 2018 FOCAC meeting in Beijing. Approximately 40 percent of these scholarships are in the applied sciences, engineering or technology fields, reflecting the demands from the African countries to build up skills in these areas. The remaining scholarships continue to be in humanities, social studies and Chinese language. Other sources assert that the number of African students on Chinese scholarship had risen from 922 in 1996 to 7821 in 2014 [52,61]. Also, stipend levels for students have also increased substantially: The Geneva-based Network for International Policies and Cooperation in Education and Training (NORRAG) reports that, as of 2015, stipends for multiple categories of students-undergraduate and Chinese language students, masters’ degree students, Ph.D. candidates, and visiting scholars between 75 and 78.57 percent. In other words, all signs point to increased support for African students seeking higher education in China. Due to the Chinese visa rules, most international students cannot stay in China after their education is completed. This prevents brain-drain and means that China is educating a generation of African students who-unlike their counterparts in France, the United States or the United Kingdom- are more likely to return home and bring their new education and skills with them. Most of the Chinese education aid channel to African students are design and implemented by the Ministries of Finance, Foreign Affairs, Commerce, and Education with coordination through the Foreign Aid Inter-Agency Coordination Mechanism.

What are Transferred through Knowledge Sharing?

It is interesting to note that in the previous action plans, ‘Education’ as a sub-heading was found under ‘Cooperation in the field of development’ (in 2009 Plan) or ‘Cooperation in social development’ (in 2006 Plan). In the 2012 Plan, the section ‘Cooperation in the field of development’ was divided into different areas of development cooperation such as ‘Human resource development’ (HRD) and ‘Science and Technology Cooperation and Knowledge Sharing’ (STCKS). Educational promises were also mentioned very often under HRD and STCKS; however, the subsection titled ‘Education’ was moved under ‘Culture and People-to-people Exchange and Cooperation’. What does this move mean to us? It could be interpreted that, to the Chinese government, education firstly is serving cultural cooperation and people-to-people exchanges. This sets the official aim and the nature of China’s cooperation in the field of education. The key is ‘people’. Then what is being exchanged from people to people through educational practice? The ‘Developmental cooperation’ section describes what knowledge is transferred through the above-mentioned university education, training, and research collaboration.

Education under this context not only brings knowledge contribution to the development of individuals, but also brings knowledge which can contribute to a win-win relationship (the development of both sides). To gain a lasting relationship between China and African countries and among people in the South, China’s education and training as a tool of public diplomacy is bridging the Chinese government and the African public. However, this needs to meet the demands of the partner countries and their ‘people’. Based on FOCAC pledges and official documents, the three priorities of China’s knowledge transformation can be summarized as follows.

Knowledge in certain areas

Developing subjects key to economic growth. The 2012 Plan promised to make further contributions to African HRD in areas including ‘agriculture, industry, health, education, communication, media, science and technology, disaster prevention and reduction and administration’, through ‘scholarships, workshops and training programs’ [59]. These areas are China’s key areas of foreign aid and cooperation in Africa, which are stated in the white paper on China’s foreign aid, under the heading of ‘promoting a new China-Africa strategic relationship’. The white paper declared that priority should be given to: agricultural development; infrastructure construction and integrated development; medical and healthcare cooperation; capacity building and coping with climate change. Therefore, we can see that the subject/discipline priority in education and training are closely linked to the main areas of China’s foreign aid in Africa. This again illustrates how ‘education’ in the FOCAC context cannot be easily understood without knowledge of China’s general aid policies and China’s HRD support to Africa.

Knowledge at a certain level

Developing applied research and tertiary vocational education. As previously described, in the FOCAC plans it can be seen that China reduced its promises regarding primary education but strongly strengthened its efforts with higher education and research. In the vocational section, China also has a focus on vocational education at a tertiary level. It is to be noted that China used the term ‘TVET’ in its 2003 pledge but has not used this since the 2006 Plan which only promised to train ‘professionals’ in different areas. It can be seen that the reason for this is that China has an increasingly clearer idea on what it wishes to focus in ‘vocational’ section to Africa: it is vocational training rather than vocational education. The 2012 Plan promised ‘vocational skills training’ in the HRD section; this is described as to: ‘provide assistance for Africa’s vocational skills training facilities, train professionals and technical personnel for African countries and, in particular, help African young people and women enhance their job skills’ [59]. It does not specify the level of education here, but we can see discourse under the headings of HRD, STCKS and education all providing great interest in the field of higher education (e.g. ‘government scholarships’ and university-based short-term and long-term training).

From another perspective, the World Bank Vice President for the African Region, Diop talked about the importance of lessons from China in educational development at the tertiary level in Africa:
Africa needs a skilled labour force in order to experience growth like China’s...there is room to learn from China, where more than 40 percent of all tertiary degrees are awarded in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (the so-called “STEM” fields)...China’s success in developing the skills needed to adopt technology has created the conditions to attract investment in manufacturing [62].

Moreover, one distinctive character of China’s support for tertiary vocational education is that China also has its own ‘higher TVET’ transformation underway. This is to transfer local higher institutions to applied technology university (or college) (ying yong jiao shu da xue). According to a speech at the World Federation of College and Polytechnics (WFCP) 2012 World Congress from the Secretary-General of the China Education Association for International Exchanges (CEAIE), in China ‘in 2011, a total of 7.44m students enrolled in 1,280 TVET institutions nationwide, which is almost half of the total number of higher education receivers. We call this higher TVET, which has the dual functions of both higher education and vocational/technological education, which bears the responsibility for cultivating advanced skilled people who are capable of competing in the international market’ [63]. This has given China’s cooperation the characteristic of two-way ‘sharing’ (and developing together) rather than simply a one-way ‘transformation’.

Direct knowledge of China’s understandings and experience of development

In fact, the forms and disciplines of educational cooperation may not be different from education in many other donors or partner countries. However, the knowledge transformation from China contains ‘Chinese characteristics’ which in many ways are fundamentally different from the West. The Chinese way of ‘boosting productivity and the associated emphasis on rapid and large investments in human and physical capital, high savings rates, and an overarching ability to consistently drive toward long-term objectives’, as Diop has argued, is attractive to both Africa itself and also international institutions such as the World Bank who has been systematically working on African development for decades [62]. Therefore, China’s educational cooperation also has a focus on transferring its own developmental experience, which in terms of the logic is focused on ‘what I did’ rather than ‘what you need to do (to catch up with me)’.

We can see how China prefers to share its own experience of some training topics from an interview conducted during my fieldwork in 2008 at the Tianjin University of Technology and Education (TUTE). They offer a training course in vocational education to African institutional administrators. The seminar topics of the training include the following: ‘curriculum and teaching reforms of vocational education: based on a direction of employment’, ‘vocational education in developing countries: a comparative view’, ‘Educational development in China’, ‘vocational skill certification in China’, ‘administration models of vocational institutions in China’, and ‘developing vocational education in China’. In addition, there are some visiting activities to historical locations and to primary/secondary/vocational schools in China. Recently TUTE also held a 14-day short-term ‘culture workshop’ (wen hua yan xiu ban) for African Union young leaders. 11 young leaders from AU headquarters attended this workshop in June, 2015 [64]. The workshop covered not only Chinese traditional culture, but also 30 years’ experience of opening-up, including Chinese traditional culture, Chinese vocational education development and reform, social development and youth employment, China-Africa economic cooperation and trade, etc. [65]. This case also indicates the broad concept of ‘culture’ in China’s foreign policy, and China’s preference for categorizing ‘education’ in the scope of culture.

The People’s Daily (2015) published an article by Professor Humphrey Moshi from the University of Dar es Salaam who pointed out that, China’s rapid economic development and sustainable development has provided the world with valuable experience of the factors for economic growth, including strengthened HRD, balanced growth in agricultural and manufacture, infrastructure development and so on. As he said, as China’s development model has clearly shown, it is possible to catch up developed countries without the Washington Consensus [66]. As this was published very recently on 28th July this year, can we say that Moshi’s words have provided some hints as to China’s contribution and position in terms of the post-2015 agenda?

China’s Knowledge Sharing

Knowledge sharing has always been one of the significant factors that were emphasized from the very beginnings of China-Africa cooperation. When Premier Zhou Enlai visited Ghana in 1964, he proposed the Eight Principles for Technical Assistance and Economic Aid to other nations in a press conference in Ghana. The principles point out that the purpose of China’s development assistance is assisting recipient nations to gradually attain self-reliance, independent development, offer best-quality equipment and material of its own manufacturing. It is also emphasized that in offering technical assistance, China should ensure that the personnel of the recipient nation completely master such systems. Evidently, this is a knowledge sharing process comprising of multilevel factors including the provision of technology, equipment and training personnel.

China’s development experience provides a better reference point for Africa. While Africa is eagerly searching for a path to prosperity and strength, China can provide Africa with some exemplary models that can be learned and replicated. Yuan gave a very interesting illustration of the FOCAC action plan and how education was stretched to include knowledge sharing [5]. She mentioned that in the past action plans, ‘Education’ as a sub-heading was found under ‘Cooperation in the field of development’ (FOCAC 2009 Plan) or ‘Cooperation in social development’ (FOCAC 2006 Plan). In 2012 Plan, the section Cooperation in the field of development’ was divided into diverse areas of developmental cooperation like ‘Human resources development’ (HRD) and ‘Science and Technology Cooperation and Knowledge Sharing’ (STCKS). Educational promises were also stated very frequently under the HRD and STCKS; nevertheless, the subsection titled ‘Education’ was shifted under ‘Culture and People-to-people Exchange and Collaboration’. What does this shift mean for China-Africa relations? It could be interpreted that, to the Chinese leadership, education initially is serving as people-to-people exchanges and cultural collaboration. This set the official goal and the nature of China’s collaboration in the field of education. The main emphasis is the ‘people’. Then what is being exchanged from people-to-people through educational practice? The ‘Developmental cooperation’ section explains what knowledge is shared through the above-stated university training, research cooperation, and education. Based on FOCAC pledges and official documents, the five priorities of China’s knowledge sharing can be summarized as agriculture, medical, telecommunication, infrastructure, and manufacturing, which are identified by African nations as top priority areas that would be very useful in achieving certain development targets, combating both extreme and moderate poverty. China has shared knowledge in diverse areas, two of the areas will be discussed below.
Agriculture

According to a recent study, agriculture is expected to create 43 percent of jobs over the next five years (Figure 1). Also, the sector due to its untapped potential for productivity gains and the creation of value-added products will be the sector to produce the most entrepreneurs over the next five years [67]. Capturing this opportunity required updated knowledge in this field, this is why knowledge sharing should be a core in Sino-Africa collaboration. The Chinese government with its experience in poverty alleviation is aware of this scenario that is why the Chinese government has attached great significance to conducting bilateral exchanges and collaboration with Africa on agricultural technology. China has sent delegations on study trips to Guinea-Bissau, Sierra Leone, and Zambia for potential agricultural collaboration, investment, and development. The Chinese government has also made early-stage preparations and investigations for the construction of agricultural technology demonstration center in Africa. Also, the government has developed for Angola and Mozambique agricultural plans and comprehensive disease and pest prevention and control plans for the cashew production and implemented technical collaboration of mushroom cultivation in Egypt. The agricultural technical education training program implemented under the collaboration between China and Nigeria stands as a successful case for China-Africa agricultural knowledge sharing.

In 2003, 500 Chinese experts took part in the Nigerian National Special Program for Food Security, financed by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations [68]. The experts, based in the 36 Nigerian States, have helped the benefiting communities overcome the dearth of water supply for drinking and irrigation while training local farmers in planting, fishing and beekeeping skills. In another incident, Brautigam asserts China’s effort in agricultural assistance program with the Gambia and Sierra Leone [69]. Although the projects took different forms, both involved the development of swamp and upland areas for irrigated rice cultivation, with the goal of introducing intensive Chinese technology to boost production of rice, the main staple in both countries. Although these transfers did not generate the expected outcomes, as the local, economic, political, and social contexts were not given sufficient consideration during the project design stage; but, both projects were intended to help individual small farmers. We find another example in Burkina Faso during the late 1980s, where three rice planting areas turned out to be recognized nationwide, one changing from a small village to a town of over 8000 populations [70].

In the year 1987, the net income of each peasant family in the region climbed from 400,000 to 800,000 African Francs (US$1300-2600) [70]. Due to this achievement, farmers from neighbouring nations migrated to the rice planting areas. This attainment is closely connected with Chinese experts’ hard work, who taught local Burkina Faso’s the organizational capacity, experience, and management skills of farming. Based on the knowledge shared by these Chinese agricultural experts, the Burkina Faso government awarded them each a National Medal in 1988 [71]. Additionally, in 2001, the Ministry of Agriculture in China and the Ethiopian Ministry of Agriculture signed the letter of intent on conducting collaboration in Agricultural Education and Training and Green Certificate. This will help both sides build an agricultural value chain and increase independent grain production capacity to boost food security, enhance the competitiveness of agricultural products and other speciality industries in both nations, above all, strengthen their collaboration on agricultural knowledge sharing. From 2001 to 2012, the Chinese government and the Ethiopian government have jointly implemented ten training programs. China collaborated with Ethiopia to develop vocational and technical education and training in agriculture, and China has sent over 400 people to Ethiopia to share their knowledge with 1800 teachers as well as 35,000 agricultural technicians in six majors including home economics, husbandry, crop cultivation, agricultural machinery, veterinary, and development of natural resources, with 66,000 students under training in local agricultural vocational colleges [61].

Medical field

Knowledge sharing has been broadly discussed in healthcare environments. It has been universally agreed that suitable knowledge sharing processes, based on good practices of knowledge creation, storage, transfer, and utilization, are fundamental to resolving daily medical problems. In the work of the Chinese Medical Team (CMT) to Africa, Chinese doctors also passed their expertise to local medical staff and assisted nations from Africa to develop health services. For instance, in Tanzania, to make African trainees better understand acupuncture, CMT members permitted the local trainees to practice on their own bodies, thereby offering direct tuition on the technique. In this way, they trained a large number of medical specialists. Furthermore, the Chinese Medical Team made the best use of local
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Figure 1: Industries/sectors that will create the most employments for young people over the next 5 years.
media to publicize their medical knowledge [72-75]. Chinese doctors also assisted in establishing medical specialist and technical facilities.

Acupuncture is now extremely popular in several African countries such as Tunisia, Cameroon, Lesotho, Namibia and Madagascar [70]. China holds uninterrupted training programs either in Africa or China to offer knowledge of anti-malaria measures to African medical specialists and government officials. Chinese Medical Team (CMT) doctors from Ningxia Province offer medical workers the opportunity to learn new medical skills from them; they compiled a book entitled *One Hundred Cases of Prevention and Treatment of African Children’s Brain Malaria* as a reference work for Benin doctors. Furthermore, in Algeria, up to 2008, the CMT put on over 20 training courses, gave more than 30 lectures and trained over 300 medical personnel who have turned out to be the backbone of local medical institutions [70,76,77]. West Africa’s Ebola outbreak that affected Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea witnessed the importance of China’s partnership in fighting the disease. During this Ebola outbreak, the medical skills of over 13,000 health workers and health professional were improved through training and capacity development [58]. With hard working and contribution, CMT doctors have won respect and praise from the governments and people of these nations.

**Knowledge sharing through China’s development experience**

Clearly human capital has been one of the many enabling factors in China meteoric growth. Africa needs a skilled labour force in order to experience growth like China and alleviate poverty. China-Africa educational cooperation can be a better platform for China to sharing its knowledge of development with Africa. However, the knowledge sharing from China contains ‘Chinese characteristics which in numerous ways are fundamentally dissimilar from Western nations. According to Diop, he asserted that The Chinese ways of bolstering productivity and the related emphasis on speedy and large investments in human and physical capital, high savings rates, and an overarching capability to consistently drive towards long-term goals is attractive to both African nations and also international institutions like the World Bank who has been systematically working on African development for decades [62]. So, the Chinese educational cooperation also has a focus on sharing its own developmental experience. We can see how China prefers to share its own development experience through some recent training at the Tianjin University of Technology and Education (TUTE). The Chinese provide a training course in vocational education to African institutional administrators in the area of ‘curriculum and teaching reforms of vocational education based on a direction of job opportunities, ‘vocational education in developing nations, a comparative view’, ‘Educational development in China’, ‘vocational skill certification in China’ ‘administration models of vocational institutions in China’, and ‘developing vocational education in China’.

Recently, Tianjin University of Technology and Education (TUTE) held a 14-day short-term ‘culture workshop’ for African Union young leaders. In June, 2015 eleven young leaders from the African Union headquarters take part in this workshop [5]. The workshop covered not only Chinese culture, but over three decades of experience of reform as well. China’s rapid economic transformation and its impressive productivity and the related emphasis on speedy and large investments in human and physical capital, high savings rates, and an overarching capability to consistently drive towards long-term goals are strongly put more emphasis on “knowledge sharing” in form of technology transfer; this is a promising sign. This obligation suggests that China’s development assistance may be a good force in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals in Africa.

Access to knowledge by rural communities in Africa will serve as a panacea to the problems that long time exist and hindered them from exploiting their potentialities. Rural community development is the backbone of a country’s development, ignoring rural communities for not providing them with basics needs and access to information infrastructures will basically lead them to migrate from rural communities to concentrate in the urban areas which will not augur well for African development. Recently, there is a distinct and unprecedented shift towards strengthening science and technology capacity and learning how knowledge can be more directly applied to improve people’s livelihoods in Africa. However, for the present situation of technology transfer, there is much room for improvement in order to achieve mutual benefits. African and Chinese leaders strongly put more emphasis on “knowledge sharing” in form of technology transfer; this is a promising sign. This obligation suggests that China’s development assistance may be a good force in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals in Africa.

Furthermore, cooperative ties in education have been developed in time and cemented with the creation of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC). On the basis of tremendous commonalities of interest, China and African countries have succeeded in constructing bilateral and multilateral cooperations. Besides strengthening their relations, such educational cooperation would help Africa nations break away from being further marginalized globally, build a resilient economy, promote education as well as inclusive and sustainable industrialization and the fostering of multidisciplinary innovation. Economic growth and social development are heavily dependent on investment in education, sustainable industrial development, and technological progress.
In terms of academic initiatives, China-Africa cooperation should be reinforced in teaching, research and management to support human resources need in Africa as local economies develop. Joint research laboratories should be established in African nations to develop fields necessary to face future challenges such as nanotechnology and material science, biotechnology for health and agriculture, informatics, alternative sources of energy and the social sciences. An effort should be made to upsurge opportunities for student exchange at all levels, to build mutual consensus and confidence. Also, a concerted effort should be made to train semi-skilled and managerial African personnel in areas where there are active Chinese economic investment and a dearth of African expertise. The spheres of China-Africa development partnership should be stretched to include non-state actors from both sides – so as to produce adequate capacity and synergies for executing China-Africa development involvement. The potential advantage of China-Africa cooperation can be severely threatened or even eroded if China reproduced similar patterns of dependency associated with the contemporary North-South relationship. All these suggestions can act as possible avenues of action to make the China-Africa relationship more durable and productive-a relationship that is profitable to both partners and to future generations.
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